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Abstract: 
The thermal performance of water-based multi-wall carbon nanotubes nanofluids are measured in a 
coaxial heat exchanger under laminar regime within the range of Reynolds numbers 500-2500. The 
convective heat transfer properties with constant wall temperature are evaluated for four different 
multi-wall carbon nanotubes based nanofluids at low concentration of 0.05% in weight (0.026% in 
volume). The measurements of thermal and rheological properties of the nanofluids with operating 
temperature were investigated experimentally. The effects of the aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes, 
the type of base fluid and surfactant on viscosity, thermal conductivity and laminar convective heat 
transfer were studied. Based on the experimental results, we reported the shear-thinning behaviour 
of nanofluids, the nanofluid viscosity being dependant on the base fluid type in the Newtonian 
region. We also showed that the enhancement of the thermal conductivity and the average 
convective heat transfer of nanofluids increased with the aspect ratio of nanotubes and decreased 
when the thermal conductivity of the base fluid increases. This enhancement attains at least 10% in 
comparison to base fluid even with the low content of nanotubes used. 
Keywords: heat transfer enhancement, coaxial heat exchanger, nanofluids, carbon nanotubes, 
thermal conductivity, viscosity.   
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Nomenclature  
 
Cp  Heat capacity, J/Kg.K 
Re  Reynolds number 
D  Diameter, m 
L  Length, m 
S  Heat transfer surface area, m2 
h  Convective heat coefficient, W/m².K 
U  Overall heat coefficient, W/m².K 
m&
  Mass flow, kg/s 
Pr  Prandlt number 
Nu  Nusselt number, 
lnT∆
   Logarithmic mean temperature difference 
 
 
Dh  Hydraulic diameter, m 
T  Temperature, °C 
 
 
 
Symbols 
 
 
λ
  Thermal conductivity, W/K.m 
 
µ
  Dynamic viscosity, Pa.s 
ϕ  Concentration, % 
 
φ
  Heat flux, W 
 
ρ
  Density, kg/m3 
 
 
 
Subscript 
 
bf  base fluid 
nf  nanofluid 
 i  Inlet 
 o  Outlet 
 np  Nanoparticle 
 v  Volume 
 w  Water 
 p  Wall 
 s  Stainless steel 
av  Average  
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1. Introduction 
 
One developing issue in heat and mass transfer enhancement relies on the use of nanofluids [1-3]. 
Nanofluids consist of nanometer-sized particles with high thermal conductivity dispersed in a 
common base fluid such as water or engine oil. Due to their high thermal conductivity compared to 
base fluids and their performance in energy devices [3-5], nanofluids are interesting candidates for 
heat transfer enhancement in many fields and applications [5-7]. Several studies have been 
previously performed on the heat transfer enhancement of nanofluids flowing through a tube under 
laminar regime. It is well admitted that experimental convective heat transfer coefficients of 
nanofluids varied with increase of the flow velocity and volume fraction. These coefficients are far 
higher than the ones of base fluids under the same conditions, as reported in [8] for a wide variety 
of nanofluids containing Cu or Al2O3 spherical nanoparticles. Similar results were also summarized 
in [9] considering other nanoparticle natures. The authors mentioned in particular that the measured 
Nusselt numbers of nanofluids are higher than the ones of base fluids, and increase with higher 
Reynolds numbers. However, few works reported the heat transfer coefficient measurement of 
nanofluids containing nanotubes and carbon nanotubes in particular, while they have a high thermal 
conductivity [10-12]. Hence, the potential of aqueous multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) 
nanofluids for heat transfer enhancement in coaxial tube exchanger under laminar flow regime is 
here investigated from experiments. 
 
Ding et al. [13] first reported the large convective heat transfer enhancement of aqueous CNT under 
laminar flow in comparison with water for both low Reynolds number and weight fraction in 
nanotubes. Ko et al. [14] measured the flow properties of water-based CNT nanofluids through a 
horizontal tube. They investigated the effect of SDS as surfactant and the introduction of oxygen 
containing functional groups. They also reported the effect of shear-thinning of nanofluids with 
concentration, which induces the increase of pressure drop under laminar regime in comparison 
with base fluid. A similar result was also reported by Halelfadl et al. [15] with water based 
nanofluids containing CNT and SDBS as surfactant for a low weight fraction of 0.01% and flowing 
in a tube. The heat transfer properties of MWCNT nanofluids with volume fraction lower than 
0.24% in intertube falling-film flow were studied by Ruan and Jacobi [16]. They showed that the 
heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids vary with base fluids and nanofluid volume fraction. Under 
laminar regime and same Reynolds number, higher enhancement was achieved with ethylene glycol 
(EG) than water. Garg et al. [17] studied the heat transfer performance of MWCNT aqueous 
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nanofluids in horizontal tube under laminar flow regime, showing that the heat transfer coefficient 
for a fixed axial distance decreases with the Reynolds number and increases with the axial distance. 
Chen et al. [18] measured the convective heat transfer of titanate aqueous nanotubes in a vertical 
tube for Reynolds number lower than 2500. The enhancement in convective heat transfer appeared 
to be strongly dependant on nanoparticle concentration and aspect ratio, Reynolds number and axial 
position. Also, heat transfer coefficient increased with Reynolds number and the highest 
enhancement was observed at the entrance region of the tube. 
 
It is well known that the thermal conductivity enhancement of nanofluids depends on the addition 
of nanoparticles and the nanoparticle aspect ratio, as shown in [3,19]. However, this increases the 
viscosity of nanofluids [20,21] and can penalize the thermal benefits of nanofluids in energy 
systems. For the above reasons, we have here investigated nanofluids containing nanoparticle with 
both high aspect ratio and conductivity such as MWCNT and low weight fraction of 0.05%. As the 
heat transfer efficiency of nanofluids in flowing systems is also closely related to their thermo 
physical properties [22], the thermal conductivity and viscosity of nanofluids are first 
experimentally evaluated. Then, we report the measurement of convective heat transfer 
enhancement of nanofluids in a coaxial heat exchanger under laminar flow regime within the range 
of Reynolds number 500-2500. The experimental results are reported for an operating temperature 
of 45°C and considering the effect of surfactants and base fluids used to produce the nanofluids. 
The influence of the nanotube aspect ratio is also discussed.  
 
2. Nanofluids 
 
In this work, we studied four types of nanofluids containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes with a 
low weight fraction of 0.05%. Due to the true density of nanotubes, this leads to a volume fraction 
around 0.026%. Table 1 summarizes the composition and the properties of the different nanotubes 
and nanofluids. For each studied nanofluid, a starting suspension containing 1% in weigth fraction 
of nanotubes and 2% in weight fraction of surfactant initially prepared by Nanocyl, was diluted with 
the base fluid. The dilution was performed to maintain a constant surfactant/carbon nanotubes 
weight ratio of 2 and followed by mechanical stirring to disperse the nanoparticles in the base fluid. 
The type and quantity of surfactants, which was used to stabilize the nanoparticles within the base 
fluid, were selected by Nanocyl. They consisted of ionic agents, such as lignin and sodium 
polycarboxylate. Lignin is a by-product of paper industry which is suitable as a dispersing agent for 
multiwalled carbon nanotubes [23]. So, we investigated experimentally the effect of base fluid type, 
the effect of carbon nanotubes aspect ratio and the type of surfactant. As shown in Table 1, 
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nanofluids N1 and N3 differ by their base fluid. The aspect ratio of the nanotubes dispersed in the 
nanofluid N2 is approximately two times higher than the one of the nanofluid N4. Lignin and 
sodium polycarboxylate were used as surfactants for N2 and N4 respectively. 
 
3. Thermo physical properties of nanofluids 
 
The thermo physical properties of the nanofluids were evaluated in this study at the average 
temperature of Tav=45°C. This temperature corresponds to the average of the inlet and outlet 
temperatures of the working fluid in the inner tube of the coaxial heat exchanger test section (see 
section 4). The thermal conductivity and the viscosity of the nanofluids were experimentally 
measured at the working temperature following the procedures previously used in [22, 24-26] and 
described thereafter. The density and the heat capacity of the nanofluids were evaluated from well-
known theoretical correlations stated later. 
 
3.1. Thermal conductivity and viscosity measurements 
 
Thermal conductivity measurement of nanofluids was carried out from the transient hot wire 
method. We used a KD2 Pro thermal property analyzer (Decagon Devices Inc.) equipped with a 
KS-1 probe. Once both the probe and the nanofluid sample equilibrated at 45°C for 30 min, an 
average of over ten measurements of thermal conductivity was performed with a time interval of 5 
min for each nanofluid. The accuracy and reliability of the thermal conductivity measurement 
system were previously reported, leading to maximum relative deviation of 3.5% [24].  
Rheological measurements of the nanofluids were conducted with a Kinexus Pro rheometer 
(Malvern) with well controlled temperature under ±0.01°C. Given the low viscosity of nanofluids, 
all the experiments were performed with a cone of 60mm in diameter and 1° in angle. The 
measurement procedure and the validation of the experimental protocol are detailed and reported in 
previous works [25,26], leading to maximum relative deviation in viscosity value of 4%. Once 
equilibrated at 45°C for 5 min between the cone and plate, each nanofluid sample was subjected to 
a logarithmic stress ramp under steady-state conditions. The tests were done in two replicates 
indicating the measurement repeatability and the stability of the nanofluids. Rheological 
measurement of the base fluids, e.g. distilled water and distilled water and ethylene glycol (50/50), 
was also performed.  
 
 
3.2. Density and heat capacity evaluation 
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The following standard formulae were used to evaluate the density of the studied nanofluids [27] 
and their specific heat capacity [28], respectively described by equations (1) and (2).  
 
( ) npvbfvnf ρ+ρ=ρ ϕϕ−1  (1) 
 
( ) ( )( )
( ) bfvnpv
bfpvnppv
nfp,
ρ+ρ
ρC+ρC
=C
ϕ
ϕ
−
−
1
1
  (2) 
 
4. Coaxial heat exchanger 
 
4.1 Experimental set-up 
 
The experimental set up used to measure the thermal performances and the convective heat transfer 
coefficient with fixed wall temperature boundary condition is shown in figure 1. It involved a test 
section finely designed and instrumented. This test section consists of a stainless steel coaxial heat 
exchanger with inner tube length of 0.66m, inner diameter of 18.7mm and a thickness of 1.3mm and 
an annular tube diameter of 47.6mm and thickness of 1.7mm. An adiabatic section of 0.2m in 
entrance length preceded the test section, allowing the measurement to be made after the 
hydrodynamic and thermal entry. The nanofluids are flowed through the inner tube with a fixed 
inlet temperature of 50°C. Distilled water was used as a cooling fluid with a fixed inlet temperature 
of 10°C and was circulated in the annular tube of the coaxial heat exchanger. For both the inner and 
the annular tubes, the temperature was controlled using two thermostatic baths (Fisher). Four 
platinum probes with a maximum accuracy of 0.1°C after calibration, are inserted into the flow at 
the inlet and outlet of each tube. As shown in figure 1, eight K-type thermocouples with an 
accuracy of 0.1°C after calibration, were mounted at axial positions in mm of 5(T1), 20(T2), 30 
(T3), 60(T4), 140(T5), 185(T6), 245(T7) and 385(T8) from the inlet of the test section to evaluate 
the wall temperature distribution along the tube. The positions of the thermocouples have been 
chosen in order to evaluate the wall temperature distribution especially in the thermal entrance 
region thereafter the adiabatic entry section. As detailed by figure 1, it should be noted that the 
thermocouples are inserted inside the wall of the inner tube. The pressure drops of the inner tube 
were measured using piezo-resistive pressure transmitters (Rosemount) over a range of 0-5bar with 
an accuracy of 0.075%. All the data was recorded by a data acquisition system (Labview). The 
entire test section was insulated in order to minimize the heat losses. 
The measurements are made for a co-current flow. This allows the heat transfer of nanofluids to be 
investigated at the entry of the heat exchanger. The water flow rate in the annular tube is maintained 
constant for all tests at 336l/h. This volumetric flow rate is very high compared to that of the inner 
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tube, which varies between 5 and 80l/h. These flow rates were chosen to achieve the fixed wall 
temperature boundary condition and were adjusted for each nanofluid to compare their properties at 
same Reynolds number. As reported later, this also leads to laminar flow condition within the inner 
tube containing nanofluids. 
The nanofluid flow rate was measured directly from the time required to accumulate a fixed volume 
of the nanofluid using a 3-way valve. This 3-way valve was also used for flow system cleaning 
between runs even with the same nanofluid. For each volumetric flow rate, the data acquisition is 
performed when a steady state is reached. This was achieved when the difference between inlet and 
outlet temperature of both inner and annular tubes becomes constant. For all flow rates, the average 
temperature of the operating temperature in the inner tube is about 45°C.  
 
4.2. Data analysis  
 
The heat transfer between the nanofluids and distillated water within the coaxial heat exchanger was 
obtained according to equation 3:  
∆TCm=
nfpnfnf
&φ
  
(3) 
 
Where nfm& and 
nfp
C are nanofluid’s mass flow rate and heat capacity respectively. ∆T is the inlet 
and outlet temperature difference of the nanofluid in the inner tube of the coaxial heat exchanger. 
The overall and the average convective heat transfer coefficients, respectively denoted U and hnf, 
were obtained according to the following equations: 
 
lnTS
=U nf
∆
φ
   
(4) 
with 
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In the previous equation, D2 and D1 are the external and the internal diameter of the inner tube of 
the heat exchanger as shown in figure 1.b. S is the heat transfer surface area. 
The Reynolds  and the Nusselt numbers were calculated using the following equations: 
 
hnf
nf
Dπµ
m
=
&4
Re
hD
   
(7) 
 
nf
hnf
D
Dh
=u
h λN    (8) 
nfµ  and nfλ  are the dynamic viscosity and the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid respectively. 
These thermophysical properties were evaluated experimentally as presented previously. 
 
4.3 Uncertainty and validation of experimental set-up  
 
The uncertainty of the heat transfer characteristics with the coaxial heat exchanger was computed 
from the work of [29] and the values summarized in table 3. Hence, the uncertainty in Reynolds 
number Re, convective heat transfer coefficient h and Nusselt number Nu was evaluated to ±6%, 
±7.45% and ±10.95% respectively. Before studying the nanofluids, the experimental coaxial heat 
exchanger was tested and calibrated with distilled water. Thus, the experimental results for Nusselt 
number of distilled water where reported in Figure 3, and compared to the theoretical prediction 
under laminar regime depicted by equation 9 [30].  
 
0.14
3
1
/
RePr1.86














ph µ
µ
DL
=Nu
  
(9) 
 
where pµ is the dynamic viscosity of distillated water at wall temperature. pµ was evaluated based 
on wall temperature measured by the thermocouples. Figure 3 presents the experimental and 
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theoretical Nusselt numbers, which increase linearly with Reynolds number as expected. Figure 3 
shows that the Nusselt numbers calculated through the experimental results and equation (8) are in 
good agreement. The maximum deviation between equation (8) and equation (9) is 6%. This is of 
the same order of magnitude as the experimental uncertainty in Nusselt number. 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
 
The relative thermal conductivity of the nanofluids investigated in this work at the operating 
temperature of 45°C is presented in Table 2. As expected, Table 2 first shows that relative thermal 
conductivity of nanofluids is enhanced with the presence of nanotubes. From Table 2, we also 
observe that, at tested nanotubes weight fraction, the thermal conductivity of the base fluid has got a 
significant effect on the enhancement of the thermal conductivity of the nanofluids. In fact, the 
thermal conductivity increases by 15.4% for N3 with a mixture of water and ethylene glycol (50/50 
in weight) as a base fluid. The thermal conductivity enhancement reduces to 11.3% for N1 when 
water is only used as a base fluid. This result agrees with that of Chen et al. [31] and John and 
Shima [3] who revealed that the thermal conductivity showed a lower enhancement for aqueous 
CNT based nanofluid as compared to ethylene glycol CNT based nanofluid. Table 2 also shows an 
enhancement of thermal conductivity with increase of CNT aspect ratio. The thermal conductivity 
increases by 9.6% for the nanofluid N4 and by 11% for the nanofluid N2. It is also shown that the 
role of surfactant in thermal conductivity enhancement is negligible at that weight fraction in 
comparison to the effect of the base fluid type and the aspect ratio. 
 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the apparent dynamic viscosity as a function of shear rate. The 
results showed that the apparent viscosity first decreases with shear rate. For higher shear rates, the 
apparent viscosity tends to a Newtonian plateau where the apparent viscosity becomes independent 
of the shear rate. This means that the aqueous CNT based nanofluids (N1, N2, N3 and N4) behave 
like shear thinning fluids. Thus, at the initiation of shear, the nanotubes network tends to align in 
the direction of flow. In the Newtonian region, the viscosity of nanofluids N1, N2 and N4 is quite 
close of the viscosity of distilled water. This indicates that the aspect ratio and the surfactant do not 
have a significant role on viscosity at high shear rate for the weight fraction of CNT investigated in 
the current work, and with water as base fluid. Figure 3 also shows that the viscosity of the 
nanofluid N3, with a mixture of ethylene glycol and water as base fluid, is three times higher than 
that of the aqueous CNT based nanofluids (N1, N2 and N4). Besides, the addition of a small amount 
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of CNT (0.05% in weight) slightly increases the viscosity of the base fluid (mixture of water and 
ethylene glycol) of about 10%.  
 
Prior to discuss the effect of base fluid, surfactant and CNT aspect ratio on the relative convective 
heat transfer of the nanofluids, figure 4 first shows the wall temperature distribution along the axial 
distance of the coaxial heat exchanger for the different nanofluids at Re=950. As it is seen in figure 
4, for all nanofluids the wall temperature decreases with the increase of axial distance for very low 
axial distance then stabilizes for axial distance higher than 0.25m. This result shows that the heat 
exchange is particularly significant in the entrance region of the heat exchanger, and decreases with 
axial distance. The decreasing in wall temperature distribution depends also on nanofluids 
composition, in particular on base fluid. Indeed, the wall temperature distribution is lower with the 
mixture of water and EG as base fluid. It is important to note that similar trends are obtained when 
distilled water flows through the inner tube instead of nanofluids and also when the Reynolds 
number varies within the laminar regime.  
 
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the average heat transfer coefficient of all nanofluids and associated 
base fluids in function of Reynolds numbers. It is observed that these coefficients increase with 
Reynolds number enhancement, as reported in [18], and also evolve similarly according to the 
Reynolds number. Consequently, the relative heat transfer coefficients hnf/hbf, which are defined as 
the ratio of average heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids to average heat transfer coefficient of 
base fluids, appear to be quite constant with Re in Figure 6. Comparing N1 and N3, Figure 6 shows a 
significant enhancement of heat transfer coefficient by about 16% with N3 (CNT dispersed on a 
mixture of ethylene glycol with water), whereas the enhancement for aqueous CNT based nanofluid 
N1 is only about 12%. The convective heat transfer enhancement is reduced with an increase in the 
thermal conductivity of the base fluid.  
Figure 6, in turn, shows that the enhancement of the heat transfer increased with the aspect ratio. 
The enhancement of the convective heat transfer coefficient is relatively higher for nanofluid N2 
with a high aspect ratio. The convective heat coefficient increased by about 12.5% for N2, while it 
increased by about 10% for N4 compared to the base fluid.  
Finally, the enhancement of the convective heat transfer coefficient differs for both nanofluids N1 
and N2, especially for Reynolds number lower than 700. As shown in figure 6, the enhancement of 
the convective heat transfer coefficient of N1 is quite constant within the range of Reynolds numbers 
while the convective heat transfer coefficient of N2 increases up to Re=700, then tends to a plateau. 
The maximum enhancement of the convective heat transfer coefficient for both nanofluids is about 
12.5%.  
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4. Conclusion 
 
The heat transfer performance of carbon nanotubes based nanofluids flowing in a coaxial heat 
exchanger under laminar flow regime is investigated experimentally. The convective heat transfer 
properties with a constant wall temperature of 45°C are evaluated for four different multi-wall 
carbon nanotubes based nanofluids at low concentration of 0.05% in weight (0.026% in volume). 
The effect of surfactant, aspect ratio and base fluid type was also considered. First, the viscosity and 
the thermal conductivity of nanofluids were measured under the operating temperature of 45°C. It is 
reported that all CNT based nanofluids behave like shear thinning fluids. In the Newtonian region, 
situated beyond 100s-1, viscosity of aqueous carbon nanotubes based nanofluids, N1, N2 and N4, is 
close to that of base fluid. With distilled water and ethylene glycol (50/50) as base fluid, the 
presence of CNT also increases the viscosity. It is also shown that the effect of the aspect ratio of 
CNT and the surfactant nature on the nanofluids viscosity is low at the CNT concentration 
investigated here. It is revealed that both the thermal conductivity of the base fluid and nanotube 
aspect ratio plays a significant role on the enhancement of the thermal conductivity of nanofluids as 
compared to surfactant. Higher improvement in thermal conductivity is obtained for nanofluids with 
higher nanotube aspect ratio and lower thermal conductivity of base fluid. Finally, the results 
indicate that a low volume fraction of 0.026% in CNT leads to an average convective heat transfer 
enhancement higher than 12% in comparison with base fluids. Nanotubes aspect ratio increase and 
base fluid with lower thermal conductivity contribute to better enhance the convective heat transfer 
of nanofluids.  
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Highlights 
 
 
• Heat transfer study of CNT water-based nanofluids with low volume fraction  
• Convective heat transfer of nanofluids through concentric tube heat exchanger 
• Experimental study of thermal conductivity and viscosity of nanofluids 
• Influence of surfactant, aspect ratio and base fluid 
• Comparison of nanofluids thermal performance under laminar regime  
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1. Experimental set up of coaxial heat exchanger (a) – View of the thermocouples location 
along the inner tube (b). 
Figure 2. Comparison of the experimental Nusselt number of distilled water with the result of Eq. 
(9) in function of Reynolds number. 
Figure 3. Apparent viscosity of nanofluids and base fluids as a function of shear rate at operating 
temperature of 45°C. 
 
Figure 4. Wall temperature distribution along the axial distance of heat exchanger for the different 
nanofluids at Re=950. 
 
Figure 5. Average convective heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids and base fluids versus 
Reynolds number. 
Figure 6. Evolution of the relative convective heat transfer coefficient versus Reynolds number for 
the studied nanofluids. 
 
 
Table Captions 
Table 1. Nanotubes and nanofluids properties 
Table 2. Relative thermal conductivity of nanofluids 
Table 3. Accuracy or relative accuracy of the measuring instruments 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1. Experimental set up of coaxial heat exchanger (a) – View of the thermocouples location 
along the inner tube (b). 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the experimental Nusselt number of distilled water with the result of Eq. 
(9) in function of Reynolds number. 
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Figure 3. Apparent viscosity of nanofluids and base fluids as a function of shear rate at operating 
temperature of 45°C 
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Figure 4. Wall temperature distribution along the axial distance of heat exchanger for the different 
nanofluids at Re=950. 
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Figure 5. Average convective heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids and base fluids versus Reynolds 
number. 
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Figure 6. Evolution of the relative convective heat transfer coefficient versus Reynolds number for 
the studied nanofluids. 
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Table 1. Nanotubes and nanofluids properties 
 
 N1 N2 N3 N4 
Nanotube average 
diameter (nm) 
9.2 9.2 9.2 11.4 
Nanotube average 
length (µm) 
1.5 1.5 1.5 ≈1 
Average aspect 
ratio 
r≈160 r≈160 r≈160 r≈90 
Purity (wt.%) 90 90 90 90 
Base fluid Distilled 
water (W) 
Distilled water 
(W) 
Ethylene Glycol (50%) 
+ Distilled water (50%) 
(W+EG) 
Distilled water 
(W) 
Surfactant Lignin Sodium 
polycarboxylate 
Lignin Sodium 
polycarboxylate 
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Table 2. Relative thermal conductivity of nanofluids. 
 
 
Nanofluid ( )%
bf
bfnf
bf λ
λλ
=
λ
∆λ −
 
N1 11.3 
N2 11 
N3 15.4 
N4 9.6 
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Table 3. Accuracy or relative accuracy of the measuring instruments 
Description Model Accuracy/relative 
accuracy 
Inlet/outlet 
flow rate 
RTD PT100 
platinum 
probe 
±0.1°C 
Wall 
temperature 
Type K, 
thermocouple 
±0.1°C 
Thermal 
conductivity 
KD2 Pro ±3.5% 
Fluid flow rate -- ±2% 
Dynamic 
viscosity 
Rheometer, 
Malvern 
Kinexus Pro 
±4% 
 
 
 
